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Initiations - Walking the Spiritual Path
There are a total of seven major initiations that all
human beings experience on their journeys toward
wholeness. Initiations can be referred to as life
�
tests�
or �spiritual tests� that are placed in our path for our
soul�s growth. These tests do not occur only once, but
instead recycle around and around, bringing us to
higher levels of awareness. We are always going
through initiations, whether we are conscious of it or
not. However, becoming conscious of these tests
offers a quantum leap forward on our evolutionary
journey. By progressing through these levels, we work
ourselves toward higher consciousness which allows us
to co-create our experiences that can lead to direct
personal experiences that are found within the Bible.

Levels of Initiations
Human who is unaware of his or her connection to
own soul - has not stepped on the initiation path yet
- still living entirely from 5 senses separate from
God. This is the level that the majority of people

are in. Many people would be surprised to know that
just because they attend some sort of worship
service, this still doesn't really get them into the
true initiations if they are still living entirely from
their senses. Some people have progressed slightly
into the initiations but are stuck at lower levels
mainly because of lack of awareness on how to
properly proceed through them.
Spiritual Aspirant - Path of probation - This is when
the true Holy Baptism is given for your Spiritual
Life. This is pure Grace from above and a Disciple
will know later from his/her experience when this
has occured. This will be a large enough change
within you that you will know this has truly
happened. For those who question the validity on
this, ask Jesus and Archangels to guide and protect
you through this process for your peace of mind.
This is all done at a higher conscious level outside
of the normal senses which pertains to the faith
and coming back to wholeness that is required to
have this experience
Disciple - the 1st and the 2nd initiation

Initiate - the 3rd initiation
Arhat - the 4th initiation
Adept - the 5th initiation
Ascended master - 6th initiation

Details of Initiations
Initiations are paths on how you get closer to God, how
you grow your person and how to raise consciousness
permanently.
They are the spiritual paths that lead you to wholeness
with God.
When you pass the sixth initiation, there is no turning
back. You cannot fall because you are perfect and are
not able to do conscious mistakes or can correct them.
In the physical world, the first seven initiations are
most important compared to the additional initiations
worked on later in the spiritual realm.
Your concentration should be on these seven.

The first four initiations are sometimes worked on
individually or at the same time as the other ones and
the sequence is not important as it depends on each
individual's path.
You must pass the first four in order to go forward
with the 5th initiation.
You get more and more truthful information and
understanding during and after every initiation.
The understanding you get is not just related to
initiations but also about the understanding of your
abilities and how to use your higher bodies and chakras
for further growth.
Usually, when someone passes an initiation they are
informed with inner guidance and their consciousness
level expands.

Path of Probation - Spiritual aspirant
Path of Probation is before path of initiation and it is
important time in life when spiritual aspirant sets
himself or herself to side of constructive and
developing forces.

Spiritual aspirant does serve good and not bad.
He or she does start to develop spiritually. Spiritual
aspirant is taught to know one�s own self and to get rid
of weaknesses.
The basics about wisdom are taught.
Spiritual aspirant goes to higher levels at night to
receive some of these teachings.
The person who has stepped on the spiritual path
receives much instruction, but he or she may or may
not notice that.
The spiritual aspirant�s intellectual activity is increased
and his or her capacity to understand purpose of
hierarchy and the higher plan grows.
Required for passing this initiation:
* Willingness to get rid of weaknesses
* Setting yourself to side of good
First initiation - Disciple
The key teaching in the first initiation is mastery over
physical body.
The body should be in the service of the soul. Control

over the physical body should have reached very high
level.
Drugs or alcohol should not control the person who is in
spiritual path.
Basics to the right kind of living, thinking and self
control are reached in this initiation.
Some basic principles of God consciousness also starts
to rule the disciple.
The 1st initiation shows that the seed of the soul life
is planted and grows.
Throat chakra is stimulated in 1st initiation.
Required for passing this initiation:
* Self control (mastery of physical body) involves
nutrition, health, the will to live, money, vitality,
sexuality, exercise, and getting in touch with your
masculinity
Second initiation - Disciple
The key teaching in the second initiation is mastery
over the astral body.
This is often the most difficult initiation to pass as

sometimes it will take many incarnations to get
through. However, it's not so hard to pass for those
who are willing to become masters and are serious
about their spiritual path.
Those people will pass the 2nd initiation more quickly.
The 2nd initiation is related to sacrifice and death of
negative desire.
The lower nature is now being controlled by the disciple.
Astral body becomes pure and serene.
Required for passing this initiation:
* Self control (mastery of emotional body) involves
emotions, romance, emotional healing, psychic
development, inner child work, past traumas, and
getting in touch with your femininity
* Willing and taking action to get rid of negativity
* Willing and taking action to get rid of negative desire
Third initiation - Initiate
The third initiation is mastery over mental body.
Initiate�s consciousness does rise to mental plane and
he or she learns much about principles of god
consciousness.

Bodies of person (mental, physical, emotional, and
spiritual) become very enlightened and he or she is not
controlled by lower nature or negative desires anymore.
The soul becomes dominant.
Mind is very responsive to ideas, intuitions and impulses
coming from soul and the initiate also starts to receive
direct guidance from the monad.
Accumulation of right information is fast.
Light level required for 3rd initiation is 56%.
Third eye is stimulated in this initiation.
Required for passing this initiation:
* Light level 56%
* Self control (mastery of mental body) involves
willpower, positive attitude, study, intellectual
development, reason, logic, focus, and organization
* Not judging anyone
* Accepting all beings
The Fourth initiation - Arhat
The fourth initiation is mastery over buddhic body.

Arhat does serve God, monads and good of the whole.
He or she does destroy negative selfishness.
God and monad are teachers of Arhat.
The fourth initiation is liberation from rebirth.
In this initiation soul becomes unneeded. You become
your monad, your higher self, but you don't fuse
completely yet.
Monad does connect to your heart chakra.
In the heart chakra, you feel oneness with your monad.
In the fourth initiation you get god consciousness, the
consciousness of the monad which is a huge step.
In the fourth initiation, the level of the consciousness
does rise to atmic plane.
To pass this initiation you can't think badly.
Total freedom from all bad thoughts are required, you
have to be just about perfectly good.
The fourth initiation is total surrender to will of God
and monad.

Arhat is the master of wisdom and lord of compassion.
Required for passing this initiation:
* Light level 62%
* Intuition Initiation (heart chakra development)
involves developing humanitarian love, compassion, joy,
unconditional love, creative arts, and care for plants/
animals
* Free from all hate
* Adjusting thoughts to not thinking bad at all
* Love, "I am love"
* Receiving eternal life
* Surrender to God's and monad's will
The fifth initiation - Adept
The first of the three spiritual centers and initiations.
The fifth initiation is fusing with your eternal self,
monad and mastery over atmic body.
You think, visualize and feel that you
are your monad and one with God.
In the fifth initiation you reach atmic level.
In the fifth initiation you get whole feeling level and

consciousness of your monad.
It is big step in your evolution! Your consciousness does
rise to monadic level.
You don't think negative thoughts.
You have freedom from blindness.
You believe in God perfectly and you don't have doubts
about right path.
Your will does merge with your monads will for eternal
times.
You do what God and your monad wants you to do.
Required to pass the 5th initiation:
* Light level 75%.
* Total surrender to God and to your monad
* Agreement that "Yes I will do what my monad asks
me to"
* Willingness to serve good of wholeness and the
highest purpose
The Sixth initiation - Ascended master
This is the integration initiation � time to absorb and

integrate your divine identity and use your wisdom
obtained.
The sixth initiation is mastery over monadic body.
In this initiation you will become officially an ascended
master.
Master is free from law of karma.
Master can't think imperfect on purpose.
Consciousness of master is perfect joy, love and
happiness.
You and God are one and the same in structure. Person
who passes the seventh initiation is a teacher, but
everyone does not have to be a teacher in visible way.
You can attain physical immortality if you want.
* Light level required to pass the 6th initiation is 80%
* No imperfect thoughts
The Seventh initiation
The seventh initiation is highest initiation that can be
taken in this physical level and has mastery over logoic
body.

Use all that you have learned to make an easier path in
day-to-day life. More being
and less
doing
.
Master controls all seven rays.
Consciousness rises to logoic plane.
Crown chakra is stimulated in this initiation.
Many seventh level initiates do become teachers in a
very visible way.
You receive teachings about your god abilities in the
seventh initiation.
Making miracles becomes reality for master if it is in
his or her path to do so.
The seventh initiation is commitment to service work
with what God and your monad wants you to do and in
which plane you decide to provide it.
*Light level required to pass the 7th initiation is 92%
Books relating to this subject:
The Seven Initiations of the Spiritual Path � By
Michael Mirdad

You�re Not Going Crazy❭Youre
� Just Waking Up! � By
Michael Mirdad
Beyond Ascension � How to Complete the Seven
Levels of Initiation � Joshua David Stone, Ph.D.

